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Following the issued in January this year Free Trainer 3.0 after V3, Nike's Trainer 3.0 V4 introduced improved after the Free latest
training shoes, and the star two because I served as a model, experience some of the shoes the foot feels good training. New shoes
in the design adopted the Flywire fly line technology combined with seamless, provide strong support and furrowing, durability can
also appear neat appearance not only over a long period of time. As to the sole part on the basis of Free 3.0, using the hexagon
bending grooves, tie-in thin and clever Phylite in the present, create a natural, flexible wearing experience and excellent light
cushioning effect. It is understood that the Free Trainer 3.0 V4 priced at RMB 899 yuan.
Is famous for its light weight and fast PUMA boots to a new level, and issued a new evoSPEED SL boots. Released the new boots is
PUMA boots by far the most lightweight competition, designed to promote players on the pitch by the innovation design speed and
sensitivity. Boots to reduce the weight of the main reason is that the ultra-low weight, almost translucent shoe materials. In order to
keep the stability of the shoe body at the same time, the use of the architecture, PUMA SPEEDFRAME super lightweight shoe body
is evoSPEED SL characteristic of super light weight. The minimalist design close to the foot heel, and can bring more solid support.
The release of evoSPEED SL magma red color and the jump of bright red sole color for PUMA special creation. Sergio Aguero
(Sergio Aguero), Marco Royce (Marco Reus), Radamel Falcao (Radamel Falcao), vere Lydia (Marco Verratti), Anthony Gerry
boltzmann (Antoine Griezmann) such as the world's top players will wear the new combat boots in green.
; ; ; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Brand News] Recently, the Investor Day the world's largest sporting goods company Nike (Nike),
held in the US global headquarters announced that the company aims to 2017 earnings $ 36 billion in annual revenue. Nike also
expects fiscal year 2015 will achieve $ 30 billion in revenue, while revenue target after the company announced 280 billion to $ 30
billion. 

clothing, women's products and e-commerce will become the next four years, Nike key growth point. Nike said the 2017 fiscal year,
performance apparel sector grew from $ 7.5 billion to $ 10 billion, an increase women's products results from $ 4 billion to $ 7 billion,
and face the consumer e-commerce business is from the nearly 5.5 goals billion dollars to $ 2 billion. 
Nike's planning for the future development trend, the development in the North American market very well, especially the basketball
business is booming, but the slowdown in the development of the Chinese market. CEO Mark? Parker once again the importance of
the Chinese market, will make full use of resources and performance-based company in China in order to achieve further
development. 
2013 fiscal year, Nike's revenue is expected to reach 25.31 billion US dollars, fiscal year 2015 is expected to achieve 19 percent
growth rate. Nike's women's collection is also very rapid development, the company also plans to develop a comprehensive
children's series and Electronics website operators in the field of basketball apparel sales also showed a substantial increase in the
trend. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe News Media Partner: Apparel Network ; global
fashion brand network.)
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ASICS Gel-Lyte III "Alvin Purple" coming soon 2014-07-02 17:29:39
; As its popularity Asics Gel-Lyte paragraph Evergreen has launched a new "Alvin Purple" color, dark gray suede and mesh
consisting of the same color shoe midsole body with lime, blue Logo and lined with a liner, filling elegance. The Asics Gel-Lyte 3
"Alvin purple" will soon officially on sale, price: $ 150. 
; 

Nike Kyrie 1 "Duke" color exposed 2015-01-12 13:37:45
Network recently released a pair of Nike Kyrie "latest" color 1, overwhelmed by "designer" to his alma mater, Duke University's Owen
blue as the main color rendering, heel and midsole use little ink spot modified. With the first color has been sold, I believe the late
Nike will bring more stunning color for us, smooth and simple exterior design and excellent cushioning also makes it will become real
home of choice. If interested in this color friends may wish to create a pair of custom NikeiD friends. 
; 



Jordan CP3.VIII GS new color release 2015-01-02 11:57:26
As Jordan Brand for its flagship player Chris Paul's latest boots Jordan ;. CP3.VIII real home has been much loved, but Jordan Brand
holds many lessons in order to meet more and more girls like to wear shoes, specially for girls Friends Jordan CP3.VIII GS build a
pair of shoes, shoes choose black to create, in the end use of the classic elements of the crack explosion rendered the overall low-
key inside shoes, and not in line with the girls lovely sweet flavor. 
;
Reebok Big Hurt blue-black color sale date to determine 2014-05-06 22:41:45
Following the classic white and black with the sale early, in May we will celebrate the majesty of this blue-black color, classic zebra
uses the royal blue color uppers of leather and black suede interspersed together, in the end it white rendering, still with a strong 90s
retro style. The color will be May 2nd, priced $ 110, Item No. V60182. 

Air Jordan 13 Retro "He Got Game" latest tushang 2013-12-08 22:57:51
Earlier exposed Air Jordan 13 Retro "He Got Game" will be engraved commercially in 2013, as the Air Jordan 13 in a variety of
colors of a more popular, it has exposed the precise commercial information Friends, ready. 

Air Jordan 13 Retro "He Got Game" 
Num: 309259-104 
expected release date: 03/16/13 

Air Jordan 10 "Fresh Prince Jazz" personal custom layout reward 2013-12-08 22:42:28
Today we bring you this pair by Rocket Boy Nift personal customized version of Air Jordan 10 "Fresh Prince Jazz" design in pure
black vamp. The Air Jordan 10 was very fancy dress, from this very sparkling rhythmic jazz music form. Let this pair of Air Jordan 10
quite artistic. 

Nike LeBron Soldier 7 Real appreciation 2013-12-08 22:58:13 outflow over the previous spy photos of the Nike LeBron Soldier 7
finally complete face exposure over the network. Soldier 7 on the appearance of this still generally continues the Soldier design, large
Velcro hook 6 and the outer design is still brisk, LeBron Crown Logo also be loaded to the top of Velcro. But overall the shoes more
slender than the previous generation, there is no more shoe configuration information, interested friends can continue to focus our
follow-up reports.
Burberry Burberry is a traditional English-style luxury brand, multi-level products to meet consumer demand for different age and
gender. Today Xiaobian want to share with the new Burberry Burberry sandals, refreshing to greet the arrival of summer.

Rubber soles suede platform shoes sandals

Burberry, suede platform shoes and sandals, distinctive features, metal buckles, chic flash shoelace, plus 11.5cm with high wear
show women tall figure and perfect leg line.

Cotton the Gaba Austin cortex decorative heavy-bottomed high-heeled sandals

Burberry This cotton Gaba Austin heavy-bottomed high-heeled sandals, with 50% calf and 50% cotton and crafted, decorated with
contrast leather trim, elegant traditional stacked heel height is 14 cm, as well as lining leather insole give you unlimited charm.

Decorative rivets slope with sandals

Black decorative rivets wedge sandals, elegant Burberry a slope with sandals, leather laces with decorative rivets, strong fashion
sense, outstanding appearance, coupled with the unique the House Check lattice decoration, looks noble and moving, mature
women iconic shoes.

The buckles decorated buffing leather sandals

The unique green chalk this buffing leather sandals elegant place, the powdered soft buffing leather straps with a chic hand-dyed, are
Burberry, said the characteristics of the shoes, crude edge design, 10cm high heel, allows you to wear comfortable.

Patent leather straw wedge sandals white twist weave yellow Muar with sandals, unique patent leather straw heel, heel height is
12cm, polished metal buckles, this shoe is a full gorgeous temperament, caring rubber non-slip sole design, with a positive crossover
design, giving a warm and gratifying feeling.



< br / > ; to celebrate the first FOSS select opened the first anniversary, shoes shop FOSS invited to has always been closely the
adidas originals expansion joint planning, is also ushered in a birthday ZX FLux create the double name for "monster"
commemorative edition of the shoes. Design drawn from France in the painter Jacques Bardoux FOSS select creative painting shop
anniversary, "magic" major landmark in Shanghai with everybody in FOSS select shops, picture the festivities with eye-catching
colors into ZX flux made from breathable fabric streamlined shoe body, and then by the innovation SoftCell technology and white
torsion at the end of blessing. SELECT ZX Flux MONSTER "FOSS" will be officially released for sale at a later date. (Editor: YOYO)

from the UK London Fashion stamp manufacturer brand Liberty has been active in the fashion industry, with many international well-
known brands such as ALEXANDER, MCQUEEN Paul, Smith KENZO, UGG, etc.. This time with the international sports brand Nike
to work together to create a new spring and summer 2014 joint printing series, the series released a total of six kinds of shoes,
including air max 1, air max 90, Nike Roshe run, Internationalist, Blazer High and dunk sky high, design the of course by the liberty
logo printing as the dominant, to name to a Anoosha and crown of blue floral pattern overlay vamp, collocation to nature as the theme
of rope as a shoelace, match full of atmosphere of the natural style of the spring quarter. The series in April 7th, the first landing
London Liberty stores, and will be in May 7th in the global designated store shelves. 

Liberty official website: liberty.co.uk/
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